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Clinical

Deconstructing a DSM Diagnosis: Gender Identity Disorder (GID) in Adolescents and Adults
Saralyn Russell*
The present article discusses the DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of gender identity disorder
(GID) in adolescent and adults. A brief summary of GID’s historical evolution is
provided, followed by an extensive literature review. Peer reviewed articles were
selected for relevance and rates of citation. It is acknowledged that high citation
rates do not directly translate into article quality, and therefore some references may
not meet the highest research standards. In an effort to acknowledge other relevant
perspectives, additional sources included writing by individuals with GID and
reports released by invested organizations. Ten topics were identified: gatekeeping,
post-operative patient satisfaction and regret, theoretical criticisms, reliability and
validity, criterion C (absence of an intersex condition), criterion D (presence of
distress or impairment), prevalence, comorbidity, homosexuality, and specifiers.
Conflicting findings were acknowledged and implications were discussed when
appropriate. Although the GID diagnosis underwent several changes with the
release of the DSM-V in May 2013, this article only briefly touches upon that
process. Ultimately, the present article focuses on the literature’s state immediately
before the DSM-V release in May 2013.
Gender identity, or one’s internal sense of
gender, is a complex and multi-faceted construct.
Most people’s gender identity aligns with their
external anatomy; however, in some cases it does
not. Many psychologists and sexologists have
historically studied this issue, such as Hirshfeld
(1923) and Cauldwell (1949). Perhaps one of the
most influential contributions to this topic was
offered by Dr. Harry Benjamin, who published
The Transsexual Phenomenon in 1966. Rejecting
psychotherapy as a valid form of treatment,
Benjamin helped to pioneer hormonal and
surgical methods that are still used today (Person,
2008).
Fourteen years after The Transsexual
Phenomenon, gender identity disorder of
childhood (GIDC) and transsexualism appeared in
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-III; American Psychiatric
Association, 1980). Seven years after that, gender
identity disorder of adolescence and adulthood
(nontranssexual type) was introduced, but
transsexualism was retained (DSM-III-R; APA,
1987). Next, GID for adolescents/adults replaced
transsexualism (DSM-IV; APA, 1994). Six years
later, the DSM was revised to include only GID

for children, GID for adolescents/adults, and GID
Not Otherwise Specified (GIDNOS) (DSM-IVTR; APA, 2000a). Despite these distinctions, the
present article will employ the term “GID” in
reference to the lengthier “gender identity
disorder in adolescents and adults”. This is not
meant to diminish the significance of others GID
types. Rather, it reflects the article’s limited scope
and a goal of maintaining clear terminology.
Interested readers may refer to Zucker (2010) for
a discussion of GID in children, or else Rachlin,
Dhejne, & Brown (2010) for more information
about GIDNOS.
GID currently has four diagnostic criteria.
As would be expected, Criterion A requires a
cross-gender identification. Criterion B requires
that the individual is also uncomfortable with their
current assigned sex. Criterion C states that the
diagnosis cannot be made with a concurrent
physical intersex condition. Lastly, as with most
diagnoses in the DSM-IV-TR, the individual must
experience distress or impaired functioning.
The topic of GID is controversial and may
elicit extreme opinions. The present article aims
to maintain balance by situating the diagnosis in a
critical framework that acknowledges the
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perspectives of several interested parties. This will
be achieved with a thorough literature review that
addresses conflicting findings. Ten subtopics will
be discussed: gatekeeping, post-operative patient
satisfaction and regret, theoretical criticisms,
reliability and validity, criterion C, criterion D,
prevalence, comorbidity, homosexuality, and
specifiers. These topics represent the crux of most
controversies and will allow for a deconstruction
of the diagnosis’ underlying assumptions. As a
result, questions may be raised concerning its
social, cultural, biological and psychological
implications. Although focus will be placed on
widely cited articles in peer reviewed psychology
journals, some references to other sources will
also be used. This is meant to provide a voice to
gender variant individuals and other interested
parties who may not be able to publish in peer
reviewed journals.
Literature Review
Gatekeeping
Not all individuals who are diagnosed with
GID wish to alter their body through hormone
therapy or surgery. However, there are guidelines
in place for those who do. The World Professional
Association for Transgender Health (WPATH)
recently released the seventh edition of its
Standards of Care (SOC) (2012). Although some
trans-activists have criticized the SOC (e.g. STP,
2012), it is widely referred to by psychologists
and other health care providers. The SOC
provides different criteria to be met for hormone
therapy, breast/chest surgery, and genital surgery
(sex reassignment surgery (SRS)). For example,
criteria for metoidioplasty or phalloplasty (in
Female to Male, or FtM, candidates) and
vaginoplasty (in Male to Female, or MtF,
candidates) include: two referrals by medical
professionals, well-documented gender dysphoria,
informed consent and age of majority, one year of
hormones, and one year of living in the gender
role that matches internal gender identity. The last
criterion is sometimes referred to as real-life
experience (RLE). The SOC also recommend that
these patients have regular sessions with a mental
health professional, and psychotherapy is indeed
often an integral part of treatment. WPATH

justifies their strict criteria by stating: “changing
gender role can have profound personal and social
consequences, and the decision to do so should
include an awareness of what the familial,
interpersonal, educational, vocational, economic,
and legal challenges are likely to be” (p. 61).
However, as with most systems, glitches
may arise. Stone (1991) asserted that some
candidates are familiar with the criteria, and
purposely display behavior that will result in a
diagnosis and subsequent treatment. Another
problem, which is arguably more serious, is the
route taken by individuals who are unable to
navigate the system. They may resort to unsafe
methods of self-treatment such as illegal or nonprescribed hormones (Ray, 2006). In addition to
dangers stemming from improper doses, such
hormones may be injected with shared needles
and thus increase the risk of HIV infection
(Nemoto, Luke, Mamo, Ching & Patria, 1999).
Such individuals may also inject silicone in an
effort to achieve a more feminine or masculine
appearance (Ray, 2006). Sadly, one study found
that 2.4% of male identifying participants and
9.4% of female identifying participants had
performed self-mutilation of the genitals or the
chest (Dixen, Maddever, Van Maasdam, Edwards,
1984). However, it should be noted that this study
was published before the present editions of the
SOC and DSM.
Post-Operative Satisfaction and Regret
The definition of “success” in the context
of post-operative transsexuals is difficult to
establish, although there has been a recent shift to
measure it in terms of patient satisfaction. Caroll
(1999) found that several of the WPATH criteria
did indeed predict patient satisfaction. These
included one year of RLE, use of hormones, and
psychological treatment. Other predictors were
social support and good surgical outcomes.
Interestingly, Lawrence (2003) surveyed 232
transsexuals and found that good surgical
outcome was the most important predictor of postoperative satisfaction. She reported that adherence
to the WPATH (at that time, the Harry Benjamin
International Gender Dysphoria Association)
criteria were not associated with more positive
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outcomes. However, it should be noted that the
WPATH criteria have changed since the
Lawrence study. Currently, it is still widely
assumed that the WPATH should be adhered to.
In any case, there is a general consensus
that SRS has a beneficial effect on patients (De
Cuypere et al., 2005; Garaffa, Christopher, &
Ralph, 2010). It has consistently been found to be
followed by low rates of regret (Rehman, Lazer,
Benet, Schaefer, & Melman, 1999; Krege, Bex,
Lümmen, & Rübben, 2001). One study extended
this retrospective evidence by assessing 325 adult
and adolescent participants before and after SRS
(Smith, Van Goozen, Kuiper, & Cohen-Kettenis,
2005). The researchers reported several positive
outcomes and a regret rate lower than 2%. Thus,
although some health care professionals disagree
on the actual criteria that should be met, SRS
itself is accepted as a useful treatment option for
patients with GID who wish to pursue that route.
Theoretical Criticisms
Several authors have critiques the GID
diagnosis on a theoretical basis. For example, Lev
(2005) argues that the issue must be approached
by acknowledging the historical, social and
political implications of diagnostic classification
systems. More specifically, she draws upon
Foucault (1978) to argue that the GID diagnosis
serves as a tool of social control. Lev points out
that cross-gender identity have existed in other
cultures and times without being pathologized
(i.e., specifically defined), and that the present
diagnostic criteria support sexist ideologies.
Dr. Kelley Winters is a passionate and
vocal advocate for GID reform. She published an
article in 2005, arguing that the current diagnostic
criteria emphasize differences from cultural norms
instead of distress and impairment. Winters wrote
that the diagnosis is stigmatizing, and that this
results in distress. She also pointed out that the
words “identity disorder” imply that an
individual’s identity is itself defective; a line
between symptoms and the actual individual is
blurred in the case of GID. Indeed, some
individuals deem the word “disorder” stigmatizing
and insulting, and also urge for the depsychopathologisation of gender variance (e.g.

WPATH, 2010). For these reasons, some have
called for a complete removal of the diagnosis
(e.g. Isay, 1997).
In addition to the word “disorder”, some
people have considered implications of
terminology used in the actual APA text. CohenKetennis and Pfafflin (2010) argue that phrases
such as “the other sex” and “cross-gender
identification” assume the existence of two
opposite and complimentary sexes. Some gender
variant individuals endorse a perspective that
moves beyond binaries to conceptualize gender as
multi-dimensional and ultimately indefinable (e.g.
Butler, 1990; Bornstein, 1994). Indeed, some
individuals describe their identity as “3rd gender”,
“gender fluid”, “bigender/two-spirit”,
“genderless” or “pan-/poly-/omnigendered”
(Bockting, 2008, p. 214). Individuals who
understand their own gender through this lens
may reject a diagnosis of GID but still desire
some combination of hormones or surgery.
Reliability and Validity
Considering the permanence and
magnitude of some treatments for GID, validity
and reliability of the diagnostic criteria are
important. Unfortunately, formal assessments of
these constructs have not been completed. As of
2006, “no one ha[d] ever conducted a formal
reliability study for the GID diagnosis as it
pertains to adolescents (or adults for that matter)”
(Zucker, 2006, p. 541). Four years later, CohenKettenis and Pfafflin (2010) noted that this had
not changed. According to these authors, no interrater reliability studies or structured interviews
assessing DSM-IV-TR GID had been conducted.
The same article also acknowledged that there is a
lack of studies examining the validity of the
measures in the area. GID’s controversial nature
does not lend itself to validity studies; it is
difficult to determine the validity of shifting
criteria that are widely contested for multiple
reasons. The authors suggested using the success
of SRS as an indirect test of the diagnosis’
validity. This success has indeed been
demonstrated, as already discussed in the present
article.
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Criterion C: Absence of a Concurrent Physical
Intersex Condition
As noted earlier, criterion C requires that
the person does not have a concurrent physical
intersex condition (or disorder of sex development
or DSD; Hughes, I. A., Houk, C., Ahmed, S. F.,
Lee, P. A., & LWPES/ESPE, 2006). An
individual with DSD who satisfies all other
criteria would be diagnosed with GIDNOS. This
was added as a criterion because people with DSD
differ in some relevant ways from those without
DSD. For example, Meyer-Bahlburg (1994)
reported differences in age of onset, sex ratio,
prevalence and predictive factors between groups
of transsexuals with and without DSD. CohenKettenis and Pfafflin (2010) acknowledged that
some people believe this leads to the performance
of unnecessary physically invasive exams in an
effort to ensure that DSD is not present. The
authors promptly dismissed this concern by
stating that this rarely occurs, since a brief noninvasive examination usually confirms the
absence of indications of DSD. Richter-Appelt
and Sandberg (2010) also defended the criterion,
concluding that the distinction should be
maintained in the fifth edition of the DSM. The
authors argued that this would allow more
individualized and beneficial care. The general
consensus seems to be that criterion C is justified.
Criterion D: Distress and/or Impairment
In order for a condition to qualify as a
mental disorder in the DSM-IV-TR, there must be
evidence of impairment and/or distress. This
criterion was originally added to the DSM III to
avoid labeling individuals with mental disorders
when unnecessary. However, in the case of GID,
this criterion can take on a new meaning. It
implies that individuals must be distressed or
experiencing impaired functioning in order to
qualify for SRS. This is usually not a barrier in
clinical settings, as most clinicians assume
distress is inherent in the “dysphoria” aspect of
the diagnosis (Cohen-Kettenis & Pfafflin, 2010).
However, Meyer-Bahlburg (2010) reviewed this
issue and ultimately disagreed with this
assumption. He stated that patients in clinical
settings vary in their stress levels and coping

strategies, just as non-gender variant individuals.
Furthermore, he noted that distress varied across
time, and it is therefore inappropriate to assume
all individuals who wish to change gender are
distressed.
Slippery Statistics: Prevalence and
Epidemiology
Unfortunately, it has proven difficult to
accurately determine the prevalence of GID. The
DSM-IV (APA, 1994) states that the prevalence is
1:30,000 adult males and 1:100,000 adult females.
However, these numbers are likely based on
outdated European data collected by Hoenig and
Kenna (1974). When work began on the seventh
edition of the SOC, WPATH commissioned an
article on the epidemiology of GID. The result
was an up-to-date summary submitted by Zucker
and Lawrence (2009). Notably, the authors
reported that there have been absolutely no formal
studies that accurately determine the prevalence
of GID in adults and adolescents. They explained
that researchers have mainly attempted to
determine prevalence by assessing the amount of
patients who visit clinics with the goal of
receiving hormones or SRS. The authors clearly
stated that this method of sampling likely
underestimates GID prevalence. Nevertheless,
they attempted to draw tentative conclusions
using data from 25 clinics. Several overarching
trends were identified, including: more MtF
transsexuals than FtM transsexuals, a lower age of
presentation for FtM transsexuals than MtF
transsexuals, and a significant increase in number
of patients in recent years. They concluded by
accepting that GID is rare, while acknowledging
that their data are informed estimates at best.
Comorbidity
Comorbid disorders in GID seem to be
common. Although causation is difficult to
determine, it is likely that these figures are
partially attributable to societal stigma
experienced by individuals with GID. One study
assessed a sample of 31 patients treated for GID,
reporting that 71% of the participants also met the
criteria for a current or lifetime Axis I diagnosis
(Hepp, Kraemer, Schnyder, Miller, & Delsignore,
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2005). Axis I diagnoses can be quite serious, as
they include clinical disorders and developmental
and learning disorders. Another study examined
psychological functioning in 13 FtM and 22 MtF
transsexuals in Belgium after their transitions.
Although high rates of comorbid mental disorders
were found in both groups, higher rates emerged
in the MtF group (De Cuypere, Jannes, & Rubens,
1995).
Of particular importance are comorbid
psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia. In the
current practice, an individual can be diagnosed
with both GID and schizophrenia (APA, 2000a, p.
537). The relationship between the two disorders
is complicated. Some individuals with
schizophrenia have delusions involving gender
change (Borras, Huguenet, & Eytan, 2007).
Maderson and Kumar (2001) described a case in
which GID manifested along with schizophrenia.
This is not to say that all individuals with GID are
psychotic; rather, it is presented as information to
consider when making diagnoses and treatment
recommendations. It is unwise for a diagnosis to
be made during an acute psychotic episode, and
care should also be taken in the case of more
chronic presentation.
GID and Homosexuality: Parallel Diagnoses?
Homosexuality was replaced in the DSM
by ego-dystonic homosexuality in 1973, with the
latter subsequently being removed in 1986. Recall
that gender identity disorder of children (GIDC)
and transsexualism were introduced in 1980,
which laid the groundwork for the present
diagnosis of GID. This timing led some critics to
make an intriguing argument that GID and its
related diagnoses were a covert way of “catching”
individuals who would have been diagnosed with
homosexuality before 1973. A summary of this
criticism in the literature, as well as a rebuttal,
was provided by Zucker and Spitzer (2005).
Some people draw parallels between
homosexuality and GID, arguing that GID should
be removed from the DSM because it
pathologizes natural variance just as the
homosexuality diagnosis did (e.g. Ault & Brzuzy,
2009). This is a view that is particularly endorsed
by many activists. While this argument does have

some merits, it draws an oversimplified parallel
between the two diagnoses. Homosexuality
cannot be treated (APA, 2000b), but some
individuals with GID seek out and benefit from
treatment. Thus, “while removal from the DSM
led to a liberating and immediate ‘cure’ for
members of the gay community, a similar
approach with GID could have adverse treatment
consequences, particularly for the anatomically
dysphoric transgender individuals seeking or in
need of medical transition” (Drescher, 2010, p.
446). In other words, if hormones or surgery were
no longer medically necessary to treat a disorder,
insurance coverage in some areas could cease.
Although this may appear to be a mere practical
snag, it would potentially have far-reaching and
serious consequences. This is a concern that has
been echoed by non-psychologists invested in the
issue. For example, Vance et al. (2010) surveyed
43 organizations concerned with the welfare of
gender variant people. While 55.8% agreed that
GID should be excluded from the DSM V, those
who thought it should be maintained cited health
care reimbursement as the most common reason.
In addition, Green et al. (2011) noted that the
diagnosis can help establish legal identity rights
for individuals with GID. Thus, removing the
diagnosis would not be the simple cure that some
activists advocate for. Forty years after the
removal of homosexuality from the DSM, the
issue of GID removal is still muddled and capable
of eliciting passionate opinions among invested
parties.
Specifiers
As seen in the previous section, sexuality
and gender identity often cross paths in the DSM.
Interestingly, sexuality is implicated in GID in a
direct way through four specifiers: sexually
attracted to males, females, both, or neither. The
specifiers originally emerged in the DSM-IV
(APA, 1994) and are based on work published by
Ray Blanchard (e.g., Blanchard, 1989; Blanchard,
Clemmensen, & Steiner, 1987).
Cohen-Kettenis and Pfafflin (2010) noted
that although no clinical decisions are based on
the subtypes, distinguishing between them may be
useful for research purposes. However, they also
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noted that applicants may not be truthful when
reporting their sexual orientation clinically.
Lawrence (2010) strongly supported retention of
the sexual orientation subtypes in the upcoming
version of the DSM. She argued that the subtypes
are useful for several reasons: they “can be easily
ascertained”, they “facilitate concise,
comprehensive clinical description”, they “offer
prognostic value for treatment-related outcomes”,
they “offer predictive value for comorbid
psychopathology”, they “facilitate research and
offer heuristic value”, and they are
“unambiguous” (p. 530). Despite these interesting
points, the sexual orientation specifier was deleted
in the DSM V because it was “not considered
clinically useful” (APA, 2013b, p.15).
Brief Commentary on DSM V
The present article offers a review of the
literature concerning GID up to 2012. However,
significant new developments have occurred with
the publication of the DSM V in May 2013. In
preparation for the new DSM, the APA created a
Work Group for Sexual and Gender Identity
Disorders. The group was chaired by Dr. Kenneth
Zucker. The Gender Identity Disorders sub-work
group consisted of Dr. Peggy Cohen-Kettenis, Dr.
Jack Drescher, Dr. Heino Meyer-Bahlburg, and
Dr. Friedemann Pfafflin. These individuals, all of
whom were cited in the present literature review,
were charged with the task of reviewing literature
and making recommendations. They wisely
sought out opinions from activists by surveying
invested organizations that are active with
transgendered individuals (Zucker, 2009). After
working for several years on the issue, decisions
were finalized and the process came to a close.
Gender identity disorder has been replaced by the
arguably more respectful diagnosis of Gender
Dysphoria, defined as “a marked incongruence
between one's experienced/expressed gender and
assigned gender” (DSM V; APA, 2013a). A full
discussion of the issues surrounding this new
diagnosis is beyond the scope of this article.
Interested readers can refer to an article written by
the APA which summarizes the DSM V changes
(APA, 2013b, p. 14-15).

Conclusion
The present article has reviewed several
topics that are relevant to GID. These include
psychologists’ role as gatekeepers, post-operative
patient satisfaction and regret, theoretical
criticisms, reliability and validity, criterion C,
criterion D, prevalence, comorbidity,
homosexuality, and specifiers. As this review has
perhaps demonstrated, GID is one of the most
controversial disorders in modern day
psychology. Its diagnostic criteria have evolved
with each new edition of the DSM and will
continue to do so in the future.
History suggests that our understanding of
gender shifts based on social factors, such as
political and cultural influences. It is therefore
understandable that critics both within and outside
the field of psychology have questioned the
diagnosis of GID, which has now been replaced
with gender dysphoria. It is important to
acknowledge the views of all stakeholders,
although this author believes that the most
important stakeholders are the clients themselves.
Despite the passionate disagreements which arise
at times, all parties share the same goal of
improving patients’ quality of life. Dialogue and
future research will facilitate the achievement of
that goal.
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